
The new proposal is called “Piega”, entirely made of stainless steel, and is part of the Inox Collection series. For 
the first time in the production history of CRISTINA Rubinetterie, three new finishes with PVD treatment (Physical 
Vapor Deposition) are introduced: brushed rose gold, brushed black chrome, and brushed gold brass. The name 
already reveals the characteristic of the project. It is a brilliant result of a self-application immediately received by 
CRISTINA Rubinetterie as a proposal of quality, demonstrating the company’s cultural attitude, always open to the 
idea of renewal, ready to welcome changes in lifestyle and the opportunities that constructive dialogue with others 
can offer.

PIEGA
Bellucci Mazzoni Progetti

The expressiveness of matter

We wanted to create a collection with a particular sign. The line itself is simple, and is noticed for the upward 
inclination of the upper part of the tap, a motif repeated throughout the elements of the entire collection.                                                                             
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Bio
Bellucci Mazzoni Progetti is the new brand of the two designers who were previously known as BMB Progetti. 
Founded in 2012 by designers Guido Bellucci and Francesco Mazzoni is a team of professionals focused 
on interior and industrial design. Everything around us is designed and studied by humans to spend our 
daily lives in the most comfortable and pleasant way possible, and a good project is the result of three 
overlapping factors: imagination, innovation, and culture.

The elements of the series have an undoubted personality, an indisputable order and formal cleanliness. 
The detail of the lever that fits into the cylinder is treated with the same care as a piece of jewellery, while 
the slight curvature that characterizes the round knobs of the wall, shower and bath version creates elegant 
reflections of light. The collection, more than complete, includes all the elements that make up the varied 
scene of our bathroom habitat - the sink alone has about ten variations - made only of stainless steel, in 
a bright, luminous and warm finish. “The choice to use this material is of fundamental importance in the 
success of our projects. We always start with this material, which remains the most requested in faucet 
design, because the minimal lines of our architectural vocabulary are well-suited to stainless steel.” There 
were a few variations agreed upon with the company: “We only slightly modified the thickness and diameter 
of the cylinder and the inclination of the lever, leaving the aesthetics of the original design practically intact.” 
With Piega, CRISTINA Rubinetterie introduces PVD treatments on stainless steel for the first time.
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